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Demographic, social and
economic profile of your territory
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06063 Magione PG
Trova attività commerciali locali,
visualizza mappe e trova indicazioni
stradali in Google Maps.

GOOGLE MAPS
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Lake Trasimeno
Magione is adjacent to the Lake Trasimeno. It is a tectonic lake
with no natural outlets, covering an area of 128 km² and reaching
a maximum depth of 6 m. Due to its shallow average depth, the
lake is heavily affected by water evaporation caused by solar
radiation, especially during the hot season, which results in
signi�cant �uctuations in its volume and all its chemical and
physical parameters, making it a very fragile system. Despite
this, Lake Trasimeno is full of life, characterized by the presence
of reeds and �shing activity.
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The city of Magione includes 15 hamlets. Some of them border
directly on the shores of Lake Trasimeno, also including the
neighbouring state-owned water parts.
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Socio-cultural, environmental,
historic, etc. features of your
territory
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Regional Park of Lake Trasimeno
Magione is part of the Regional Park of Lake Trasimeno,
covering an area of 13,001 hectares, and was established on
March 3, 1995. The protected area includes, the lake itself, and
the three islands, Polvese Maggiore, and Minore, located within
the lake. There are several plants and animals species of
conservation interest present in the park, such as the
invertebrate commonly called the stag beetle (Lucanus cervus),
the Italian pike (Esox �aviae), and the European pond turtle
(Emys orbicularis).
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Museo della Pesca e del Lago Trasimeno -
S. Feliciano (Magione, PG)
The Fishing Museum is situated in San Feliciano a hamlet in the
municipality of Magione. The museum has a �xed staging and
room dedicated to temporary exhibitions and educational
workshops for schools and groups. 
The staging of the museum is based on the well-stocked
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heritage of knowledge collected over decades of investigations
carried out by many scholars and researchers who have
investigated the "culture of water", the language, the history and
the life and the evolution of the communities settled along the
shores of the lake. 
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The Tower of the Lombards
The Tower of the Lombards was built between the 11th and 12th
centuries by the Cavalieri Gerosolimitani, now the Cavalieri
dell’Ordine di Malta. The tower, built on a hill, is 30 meters tall
and has a square plan, allowing it to control or block the �ow of
provisions coming especially from the northern shore of Lake
Trasimeno and headed towards Perugia.

Torre dei Lambardi - Magione (PG)
La torre alta trenta metri è visitabile fin
nella parte più alta ed è munita di
ascensore; dalla sua sommità si gode un
meraviglioso panorama su tutta la
vallata e a suo tempo garantiva un
capillare controllo sul territorio vista la
sua posizione sommitale.
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Main challenges to improve the
quality of life of the residents
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Differentiated waste
To encourage and increase differentiated waste collection within
the municipality of Magione and in all of hamlet.
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urban green areas
To take care of urban green areas for example by cutting the
grass, rearranging the �ower beds, picking up abandoned waste
or increasing the playgrounds for the children. 
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More services
The municipality of Magione and the local community are
subject to the phenomenon of depopulation and a solution to
this problem is the increase in services and alternatives both in
the �eld of entertainment and the well-being of citizens

Social animation activities (civic
participation) in your territory
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Humus Music Fest a Monte del
Lago
Il Festival, organizzato dai ragazzi
dell'associazione musicale Doremilla e
giunto ormai alla sua terza edizione, si
svolgerà q presso la spiaggia Albaia di
Monte del Lago.

UMBRIAEVENTI
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Il carnevale Maggionese
The Maggionese Carnival takes place on the last Sunday of
carnival season. The streets of the town are �lled with allegorical
�oats and children in costumes. During the festival, the large
masquerade characters are paraded through the streets on
�oats, and together with the local mask, they create the trial of
"Toni". The characteristic �gure of the Maggionese carnival is the
puppet of Toni, which stands over two meters tall. At the end of
the parade, in Piazza G. Matteotti, Toni is put on trial as he
embodies all the misdeeds of the people of Maggione and is
condemned to be burned. The sentence is executed, as tradition
dictates, on the following Tuesday in the public square.
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The "Segavecchia"
The "Segavecchia" is an ancient ritual that has its roots in pre-
Christian times. It takes place in the middle of Quaresima and is
a propitiatory rite that celebrates the rebirth of nature through
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the symbolism of what is old and, consequently, must die in
order to allow for its own renewal. The “vecchia” represents all
the negative aspects of the past season and therefore pays with
her own life. The fact that after being "segata" she comes back to
life, symbolizes the return to life after the winter break.
The representation revolves around a large, very old oak tree
that must be cut down. The two woodcutters, called "segantini,"
agree with the owner and begin to strike the oak tree at the base
until it falls. Then an old man enters the scene, desperately
searching for his wife, whom he recognizes in the fallen oak. At
the end of the story, the old woman, on the brink of death,
suddenly stands up and begins to dance joyfully with the
protagonists of the show.

Main environmental challenges
in your territory and measures
currently being implemented
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Purifier area revelopment at Monte del Lago
In Monte del Lago, the former puri�er was demolished and the
area was rehabilitated with the planting of trees and shrubs
selected from among the native species already present on site.
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New stretch of Trasimeno cycle route
It has been introduced a new stretch of the S.Savino-Dirindello
cycle path, which extends for about 750 m, and connects the
already existing parts to the north and the south of San Savino.
This intervention contributes to giving continuity to the
Trasimeno cycle route. A stretch of about 1.6 kilometers was
then made more usable, new tourist signs were af�xed and an e-
bike station was installed at the entrance to the "La Valle" nature
oasis.

※※※※※※
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ITALY_MAGIONE_Problems, resources & ideas
Presentation of local communities - resources, problems, needs, social and environmental pro�les
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LOCAL NEEDS related to GREEN
SUSTAINABILITY
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Institutional level
Improvement of the dialogue with the institutions to deal with
sustainable issues.

PRIORITY AREAS OF
INTERVENTION
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The importance of biodiversity
Magione and the area around Lake Trasimeno are biodiversity
hotspots. The Lake Trasimeno Park features forests
characterized by the presence of willows, poplars, and pines,
which are important for both consolidating the lake's banks and
creating shelters and refuges for a large bird population. As for
the ichthyofauna, it is characterized by the presence of about
twenty species such as tinca, cavedano, scardola, luccio,
anguilla, e cobite, which are now considered partially
threatened. In the area surrounding the lake, there are "Praterie
umide seminaturale con piante erbacee alte," characterized by
Giuncheti Mediterranei. Over the years, various non-native
species have been introduced, causing an imbalance in the
aquatic ecosystem. Among the introduced alien species are
carpa, carassio, pesce gatto, latterino ed il persico reale.
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Job opportunities
Lack of job opportunities for young people of the community. 

DESIDERATA and ASPIRATIONS
for a green transition in YOUR
community
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Partecipation on "green" issues
- Improve a "community" identity
- Listening to the needs of the actors in the area, by assuring
presence and dialogue;
- Implement major job opportunities about the theme of green
jobs;
- improve inclusiveness
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Green jobs opportunity
In addition to providing �nancial resources, work is also a
socialization mechanism, a source of social exchange and
introspection. Thanks to it it's possible to strengthen to
strengthen the individual sense of usefulness and belonging.
Creating new opportunities such as Green Jobs, linked to
sustainability, well-being and protection of the planet is of
fundamental importance for the community

IDEAS for an action dealing with
the identified priority areas
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Organization of artistic event
Organization of an artistic event in which to artistically
represent the drought.
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Raising awareness on the protection of
biodiversity
Activities designed to raise awareness of the importance of
maintaining ecosystems and natural habitats.
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Responsability to protect
To learn for recognizing native �ora is helpful to protect plant
species
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Educational farm
To offer educational and training activities, as well as pet
therapy, at a farm aimed at people of all ages in order to promote
understanding and knowledge of the agricultural world and
strengthen the contact with nature through practical
experiences and workshops in the �eld. The aim is to involve
families, schools, and associations in promoting interest and
respect for nature, animals, and the environment.
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Edu.care
Actions to raise awareness on a more conscious use of water
resources.
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The power of job opportunity
Implement job opportunities for young people in synergy with
the realities of Magione. This is a paramount issue to oppose the
phenomenon of moving to cities in search of better
employment.
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Silent disco

The promotion of nightlife through a silent disco in order to
involve young people who often move out of Magione to look for
similar events and entertainment. The silent disco allows
through the use of wireless headphones to listen to loud music,
eliminating noise pollution and to use such events even in the
city center.
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Alternative mobility
The Ciclovia del Trasimeno is a circular route that runs along the
lake and is about 57 km long. In order to improve and raise
awareness among people of alternative mobility, it is possible to
organize cycling routes and itineraries around the lake

AVAILABLE RESOURCES and
ASSETS
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The main resources and assets of Magione.
-Museo della Pesca e del Lago;
-conference rooms
- Agriturismo "La Casa di Campagna" (Educational Farm);
-Associazione Pro Loco di Magione
- City centre
- Lake beach
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